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When people reach their 40s, they enter the time known as middle adulthood, which extends to the mids. This involves
finding their life's work and contributing to the development of others through activities such as volunteering, mentoring,
and raising children.

Colours Lapis-Blue, White and Gold The Ultramarines are considered one of the strongest and most honoured
of all the Space Marine Chapters in the Imperium of Man , and were responsible for almost single-handedly
holding the Imperium together after the Horus Heresy. Highly disciplined and courageous warriors, the
Ultramarines have remained true to the teachings of their Primarch Roboute Guilliman for 10, standard years.
The Ultramarines directly rule the sector of space in the Eastern Fringe known as Ultramar as a fief of the
Imperium and their Chapter Master is also considered the Lord of Macragge and the Master of Ultramar. The
Ultramarines and their many Successor Chapters have stood at the very forefront of the war against the
Traitor, the alien, and the fiend since the very foundation of the Imperium. Across the domains of the
Emperor, the Ultramarines are celebrated as heroic, virtuous, and noble defenders of Humanity , their deeds
recorded in devotional works the length and breadth of the galaxy. Even amongst the Space Marine Chapters
themselves, the Ultramarines occupy a position of special honour. The gene-seed from which the original
Ultramarines Legion was founded is considered the purest, and it is estimated that some two-thirds of
Chapters share their inheritance, being either direct successors or created from tithed Ultramarines genetic
material. This shared inheritance often ensures that when the Ultramarines go to war, they are supported by
many other Chapters, and that when Space Marine commanders gather to consider common strategy, the
counsel of the Ultramarines is greatly valued. At the Chapter homeworld of Macragge, one of the largest
battles seen in centuries was fought, with the Ultramarines, led by their Master Marneus Calgar , at the very
forefront. In addition to the great honour won by the Chapter in that titanic struggle, the Ultramarines gained
invaluable experience in fighting these vile xenos , which they have passed on, often via service in the
Deathwatch , to many other Chapters. When the Horus Heresy struck, Guilliman was leading his mighty
Legion in a massive campaign in the galactic south. With the Traitors scattered and the Emperor to all intents
and purposes lost to Humanity, the Imperium stood at the precipice. It was the genius and leadership of
Roboute Guilliman that saw the Imperium through its first century after the Heresy, as he kept invaders at bay
and saved the scattered worlds from collapsing into anarchy. There it remains to this day, and some say that
within the timeless aura of the stasis-field, his body heals, and he may one day be returned to defend the
Imperium he strove so hard to build. The Ultramarines are by far the best known and most celebrated Adeptus
Astartes Chapter in the long and bloody history of the Imperium of Man. Statues of their Primarch and their
greatest heroes rear high above countless plazas and city gates, and images of their myriad victories glow from
stained glass windows in the mightiest basilica imperialis. The Ultramarines Legion was the largest of those
bodies raised to prosecute the Great Crusade so long ago, and as a result it provided the largest number of
Chapters when the Second Founding occurred in the aftermath of the Horus Heresy. For this reason, a majority
of Space Marines Chapters extant in the late 41st Millennium are thought to be related to the Ultramarines,
whether either is aware of it or not, and as such, inheritors of all that made that Legion so great. The
Ultramarines Chapter is at once the exemplar of everything a Space Marine aspires to, and the template by
which he acts, fights and worships. Every Chapter has its own traditions, histories and battle-honours, but the
Ultramarines are the standard by which many others, especially those of their genetic lineage, judge
themselves and their peers, whether they acknowledge it or not. It is through the dictates of the Codex Astartes
that the 10, Terran years of wisdom and expertise gleaned by the Ultramarines are enshrined. Guilliman was a
leader of prodigious intellect, and not just in the military fields. Only a Primarch, a gene-son of the Emperor
Himself could have conceived such an undertaking, for the scattered worlds that had survived the Heresy were
on their knees, riven with plague and famine and rife for rebellion or invasion. The task was gargantuan, and
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no mere mortal man could have faced it without going mad. Guilliman offered leadership and hope, and he
became a figurehead for the reborn Imperium. Countless billions came to know his name, and while he could
never replace their beloved Emperor, Guilliman was a firm hand when it was needed most, and the Imperium
endured. In committing his wisdom to the first volumes of the Codex Astartes, Guilliman must have known
that he would not see his most cherished ambitions fulfilled. After all, none had ever imagined that a Primarch
might know death, but the Heresy had seen several slain or otherwise lost, and in the years that followed more
would suffer similar fates. When Guilliman was lost to the Imperium, he left behind him countless works of
wisdom and insight, and the greatest of these was the Codex Astartes. The Ultramarines were and are the
guardians of that wisdom, and the exemplars of all their Primarch embodied. The Codex Astartes has become
a holy text, a blueprint describing the ideals by which the majority of Chapters organise themselves, fight,
recruit, train and operate. The Ultramarines rule over a region of space called Ultramar, an autonomous realm
that owes no tithes to the Imperium and looks entirely to its own defence. The peoples of the various worlds of
Ultramar look to the Ultramarines as both beneficent rulers and as distant figures of legend. While the vast
majority of Humanity will never even see a Space Marine, let alone speak to one, the people of Ultramar are
more familiar with these mighty warriors. Some even have the honour of being distantly related to one,
perhaps some distant ancestor having been accepted into the Chapter. The Ultramarines regard it as their
sacred duty to rule their domains justly, and to protect them as the source of their recruiting and resources. In
this the Ultramarines are continuing the legacy of their Primarch, whose teachings each warrior studies and
memorises over the course of his service. The Codex Astartes is such a vast body of wisdom that even the
prodigious, genetically-enhanced mental capacity of a Space Marine is taxed with absorbing it all. Yet the
Ultramarines regard it as their duty to do so, and choose to eschew the blunt tool of psycho-conditioning in
favour of learning every passage by remorseless study. Each Battle-Brother absorbs and analyses entire
chapters of the Codex, so that after several standard centuries of service he is at once a master and a scholar of
his chosen area of expertise. With a company, especially a low-numbered one consisting of numerous
long-service Veterans , it is likely that the entire Codex Astartes will be known by the Battle-Brothers,
allowing the Captain to draw upon an enormous pool of wisdom as well as experience. A Veteran
Ultramarines Battle-Brother is therefore a deeply learned individual, schooled in every nuance of the arts of
war and the wisdom of his Primarch. It would be at Calth that this blow would fall. But while the legend of the
lapis-blue hosts of Ultramar and the strategic genius of its Primarch Roboute Guilliman were already widely
promulgated by the Iterators and Remembrancers of the Great Crusade , the path by which it arrived at this
apotheosis of power was not so well known and in some cases, the facts actively kept secret. It would be this
hidden history that was to bear bitter fruit on Calth and cast its shadow on the wars that were to follow.
Psycho-organically, Initiates were noted to display increased aggression, as was expected, but also a marked
tendency towards cohesion and the adoption of hierarchy, alongside an almost pathological dedication to the
achievement of an assigned goal, particularly when compared against the psychological profiles of certain
other alpha samples such as those of the XII and V Legions later known as the World Eaters and White Scars ,
respectively , who demonstrated more markedly heightened individualistic and fractious tendencies
post-implantation. In terms of recruitment, evidence is apparent for a net being cast across Terra for Initiates
for the XIII, with intake from areas as diverse as the sub-equatorial maglev clans of Panpocro, the war families
of the Saragon Enclave, the proud Midafrik Hive Oligarchy and, most latterly, the anthropophagic tribes of the
Caucasus Wastes. As varied in culture and origin as these groups were, they all had one factor in common: It
was this which led to the first informal cognomen by which the XIII Legion was known by the forces
alongside which they served -- "the War-born. As the earliest phase of the Great Crusade, the liberation of the
Segmentum Solar , progressed, it was discovered that this ancient and most heavily settled region of the first
stellar domains of humanity held many survivors from the Dark Age of Technology. Of these there were some
who openly welcomed the Imperium as patron and protector, but there were also many worlds who resisted
Imperial Compliance , either through ignorance or prideful assurance in their own strength, just as there were
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others who were enslaved under the yoke of xenos oppression. The tide of conquest however, with the
Emperor at the head of the war effort, quickly gained rapid momentum, and the fledging Space Marine
Legions undergoing their first great expansion were a key part of this. From each of these conquered human
worlds, the most militant factions provided additional intakes of recruits tithed for the XIII, much as the
war-born sons of Terra had infused their first intake. While each of His superhuman cadres proved itself able
to fight on any battlefield and achieve victory, the Emperor had clearly patterned in the alchemical mix of His
sons a diversity of tempers and abilities that had given each Legion a strength or suitability to a theatre of war
of its own beyond that of its peers. In some cases these talents were atavistic and visible, be they the
near-preternatural fury already being displayed by the IX Legion Blood Angels or the uncanny resilience of
the XIV Legion. In others they were subtle and bred in the bone, such as the oppressive darkness which
consumed the souls of the VIII, and they could manifest in word and deed to the ruin of their foes, or they
unyielding, cold passion and technological aptitude of what was already becoming known as the "Iron Tenth"
Iron Hands. In them was found a mixture of aggression and restraint, discipline and determination which
rendered them supremely suited for joint taskforce operations and cross-theatre warfare. The Legion also
gained significant success in independence operations where it took direct command of secondary support
forces of the Imperialis Auxilia , whether the professional and elite regiments of the Solar Auxilia and the
regiments of the " Old One Hundred ", or the often resentful and fractious hosts of Imperialis Militia auxiliary
recently forced into Compliance. In the latter case, the XIII Legion often detached cadres of its own warriors
to act as provosts and disciplinarians if needed, handing out final justice to the recalcitrant and inspiring
bravery from the front lines; duties at which many other Legions baulked at as beneath their honour or as a
poor use of Legiones Astartes in battle. The key to their fighting style was imitation and adaptation. They were
recorded as having a practical and forthright mien, with little time given to the esoteric arts of warfare or
conjectural strategising, preferring a direct approach of swift engagement. In warfare, they relied upon the
rapid attainment of quickly defined tactical objectives and strategies born of tried and tested battlefield
experience and determined by the situation at hand. Conversely, the principally armoured formations of the
XIII Legion who had halted the Ork advance on the ash plains of Cypra Mundi , and in doing so had saved a
city of millions from a savage death, afterwards commemorated the battle by mirroring on their right pauldron
the emerald light of the blazing armour borealis that had riven the skies under which they had fought. The
Osiris Rebellion By the year M30, the XIII Legion had increased in number to an active force of around 33,
Space Marines, whose primary battlegroup now consisted of the autonomous 12th Expeditionary Fleet. This
expansion of their number in a relatively short space of time had been due to two principal factors. The first
was that their particular practical style of warfare had a tendency to avoid casualties where possible compared
to the tactics employed by certain other Legions. The XIII Legion avoided battles of attrition and prided
themselves on achieving strategic goals with the minimum expenditure of life -- and where salvageable human
worlds were involved, this desire was also extended to the minimisation of collateral damage. The second was
a latterly revealed aspect of their gene-seed. Such was the size, self-sufficiency and stability of the XIII Legion
that while the Emperor, in command of the might of the Principia Imperialis war fleet, Ferrus Manus and his
X Legion , the "Iron Tenth," and Horus and his Luna Wolves, respectively, led the three main thrusts of the
Great Crusade at this time, pushing on into the outer void far beyond the Segmentum Solar, the 12th
Expeditionary Fleet was entrusted with the task of exploring the extent of the inner galactic disc and its
densely packed star systems coreward of Terra. This was why when a secession crisis unexpectedly flared up
close to the capitoline systems of the Segmentum Solar itself, the XIII Legion was the closest available Legion
and the swiftest to respond. Chartist merchant vessels had been seized, Imperialis Armada naval patrol
squadrons fired upon and driven off by system defence ships, and agents of Imperial authority rendered silent
and assumed dead. The target of this rapid strike force was to be the atmospherically-sealed city of Cabasset,
located on the night-side of Septus XII, and the economic and political capital of the Osiris Cluster. A strike
there before the rebels had time to consolidate their forces, Vosotho reasoned, might end the rebellion in a
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single, bloody stroke. Vosotho had formulated a plan of attack based around a decapitation assault against the
governmental and environmental control complexes on which all life in the hive city was dependent for
survival. The plan itself was predicated on detailed prior knowledge of the world as an Imperial holding and a
military assessment of the potential numbers and capabilities of the rebellious militia forces the Legion was
projected to encounter. Unfortunately, every assumption Vosotho and his command staff had made about what
awaited the Legion was wrong. Resistance was immediately far heavier than expected as the landing force
became swiftly bogged down in human waves made up of at first hundreds and soon thousands of dead-eyed
civilians crudely stitched into makeshift pressure suits and armed with improvised weapons of every sort, not
least among them explosive mining charges converted to suicide devices. The XIII Legion quickly modified
their tactics to inflict maximum attrition but, heedless of casualties, the tide of bodies pressed on in cold
silence and it was quickly apparent that this was no mere rebellion and no ordinary enemy. Unwilling to allow
his attack to be stalled and his invasion force surrounded, Vosotho called down reinforcements and ordered his
attacking squads to press on, relying on speed and coordination, as well as the superiority of his Space
Marines in close quarters, to carry the battle. It was, when the XIII Legion was heavily committed and
kilometres deep into the hive, that the trap was sprung. Realising the disaster that was about to unfold,
Vosotho called a general retreat from the surface, but as his forces battled to return to their gunships and
transports, the assault on the Space Marines intensified as the nature of the attacks began to change. While the
waiting Stormbirds fell under concerted all-out attack in an attempt to cripple or destroy them, fresh mobs of
grasping civilians poured from side-junctures and corridors, their intention not to kill but to overwhelm and
pinion individual Legiones Astartes, drowning them in their mass of bodies, heedless of the cost of life. Above
them in the void, the two fleets clashed. It was then that fearful figures, aglow from within with sickly light,
began to materialise among the attackers both on the surface and directly onto the warring Imperial vessels.
Armoured in some form of baroque bio-mechanical containment suits, the creatures within were barely
corporal; ghoulish shapes of glowing mists whose gauntlets spat ethereal fire and whose alien wills reached
out to crush the minds of those who resisted them. A new enemy of the Imperium had been met, and word of it
must reach Terra at any cost. Vosotho committed his life to the command of the rearguard on the surface, as
penance for his error, and his last act was to transfer Legion command to the most senior surviving
commander present in orbit, First Master Marius Gage. Although this was approximately a fifth of its fighting
strength in terms of Astartes, the lost counted among them much of the elite of the Legion, many of them
Terran veterans from its founding and its Lord Commander Gren Vosotho with them. Its fleet had also
suffered heavily, with a quarter of its warships lost or irrevocably damaged, not least of all its flagship. They
hungered for vengeance but even this was denied them. When the XIII Legion returned to the
now-quarantined and blockaded Osirin Cluster a little under a standard year later with a force heavily
augmented from the Solar Armada , elements of the XVIII Legion Salamanders and specialist anti-psyker
cadres from Terra, of the xenoforms the Officio Biologis had designated with the cognomen of " Osiran
Psybrid ", they instead found worlds either left as wastelands of the unburied dead or locked in turmoil and
civil strife. But of the alien architects of these atrocities they found no sign. Piecing together fragmentary
records from planetary dataspheres and human minds alike all but purged clean, it was impossible to know
from where the xenos had come or where they had gone, only that they had operated covertly at first,
insidiously claiming worlds outright; burning out the wills of their populations, stealing away some bodily into
the void, and leaving the others to simply mindlessly perish by starvation or inaction in their absence. There
existed within the Legion now a brooding sense of loss and a canker of doubt in its own abilities, and in the
hearts of its Legionaries grew the desire, always present but now lent keen impetus, to reunite with their
Primarch as a balm to all their ills, to become -- as they saw it -- whole. During this period, brief as it was and
yet seeming an eternity to the sons of the XIII, the Legion fought on with a relentless but joyless hunger for
battle, taking world after world for the Great Crusade in rapid succession, but shunning now both the laurels of
victory it once courted and the respect of its peers it once craved, until the hour of its salvation came at last.
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Thanks to the widely distributed efforts of numerous Imperial Iterators , the story of the Primarch Roboute
Guilliman, his early life and his finding is widely known and well-accounted for, in stark contrast to certain
others of the Primarchs. Much of these accounts have of course served the role of edification for the masses
and the demands of propaganda, but between the accounts, variously embellished, a number of consistent facts
and themes emerge. According to Imperial legend, the Emperor of Mankind created the Primarchs from
artificially-engineered genes using his own genome as the original template, carefully imbuing each of them
with unique superhuman powers.
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disciplines that use the scientific method to examine the social world (as opposed to natural sciences -- examine the
physical world) economics, psychology, sociology, geography, communications studies, anthropology, history and
political science.

Edit An astronaut is bearing down on Mars Probe 7. There has been no contact between the probe and Earth
for seven months when it took off from Mars. The Brigadier, who is overlooking the proceedings in the Space
Centre, asks Professor Cornish, who is running the recovery mission, if he considers them to be dead. Cornish
says he suspects so. The whole recovery mission is being televised live. He inadvertently sends Liz fifteen
seconds into the future before doing so to himself â€” much to her confusion. The Doctor notices the Brigadier
on television. The recovery vessel is about to link up with the probe. The Brigadier asks the astronaut if he is
sure the probe is Mars Probe 7. He says it is. He tries for radio communication one last time and then begins
the process of linking up. The Doctor watches, enthralled. The astronaut activates the airlock. He goes to open
the hatch and hears something on the other side. He thinks he hears the hatch in the probe open. He opens his
own hatch. Communication is lost in the Space Centre. All they hear is a shrill noise that hurts the ears of
everyone listening. When it is done their is no contact. Van Lyden is captured after linking up Recovery 7 and
Mars Probe 7. He and Liz set off for the Space Centre. Cornish is told there are no issues with any of the
equipment at the Space Centre, so it must be an issue on the vessels. One of the other doctors, by the name of
Taltalian, is being interviewed but gets frustrated with the journalist and walks off. The Doctor drives into the
Space Centre directly after another vehicle, much to the concern of the guards. The probe is holding its
position. One of the scientists wonders if it was an excess of electricity built up in the probe that may have
fried the communications but not killed the astronauts. The Doctor arrives, pursued by soldiers that are called
off by the Brigadier. The Doctor says that the sound is a message. Cornish is dismissive of the Doctor, but the
sound returns. The Doctor identifies it as a series of high frequency accelerated impulses. He demands
unlimited computer time and multiple copies of the recording so as to analyse it. The Doctor becomes more
consolatory to him, and he calms down. The sound appears again â€” but this time it is slightly different. The
Doctor states it is a reply from Earth. He sets about coordinating a worldwide triangulation in expectation of a
replay. The broadcasters suggest that the noise is some kind of distress signal. The Doctor is setting up the
triangulation. Cornish is not happy with that and orders him to speed up or find another capsule from another
country. Taltalian says there is no capsule ready in the world. The noise is replayed, and the Doctor sets about
collating the data. Liz receives some data from France which confirms that the signal is coming from London.
The Brigadier gets UNIT to do a local triangulation, which places it as emanating from an abandoned
warehouse seven miles from where they are. Two men are sending a message from the warehouse. The UNIT
forces arrive outside the warehouse. The two men stop the signal and wait for a response. He is ordered to stall
them but only kill if necessary. The Sergeant fires his gun. The two men send the signal again, confident that
the Sergeant will hold them off. It soon becomes a hand to hand battle. The Brigadier stops the Sergeant from
escaping. They face each other, both pointing their guns at one another. A UNIT soldier approaches from
behind the Sergeant and swings a heavy metal implement attached to the ceiling. The Sergeant dodges it, and
the Brigadier is disarmed. The Sergeant has a clean shot of the Brigadier. Instead, he drops his gun and is led
away. The two men trigger the self destruct function on the machine they have been using. The men go
through the window, but not before they draw the Brigadier in by firing their gun. As the Brigadier enters, the
communication device explodes. The Doctor complains to Cornish that Taltalian is refusing him use of his
computers. Cornish contacts Taltalian and orders him to comply with the Doctor. Cornish is told by Athens
that a solar flare is heading directly for where the probe is in orbit. Their controls are locked on manual, and
there is nothing that can be done. He contacts them, imploring them to unlock the manual setting. The Doctor
and Liz enter the computer suite only for Taltalian to emerge from behind the door and pull a gun on them.
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Episode 2 Edit The Doctor screams at the corporal to set off his military conditioning. Doctor Taltalian wants
the tape. The Doctor asks if he understood the message, and Taltalian says he did. The Doctor holds the tape
out to Taltalian only to make it disappear. Taltalian searches the Doctor for it but is interrupted by the entrance
of the Brigadier. Panicked, Taltalian takes Liz hostage until he can escape. The Doctor and Liz find the
analogue to digital converter. The Brigadier returns and says that Taltalian escaped. The Brigadier tells the
Doctor about what happened at the warehouse and says they have taken prisoners. The Doctor wishes to talk
to them. The Doctor suggests he was ordered not to. The Brigadier tells the Doctor that they have no
knowledge of the Sergeant â€” even the labels of his clothes have been removed. The Doctor realises that they
are dealing with something larger than the Sergeant and goes to leave. Before he does, he asks the Sergeant
nicely if there is anything he can get for him before screaming at him like an army officer. The Sergeant
springs to attention. The Doctor tells the Brigadier that the Sergeant is an army officer of some kind. A
scientist comes to get the Doctor. The TV broadcaster informs the public that the two capsules have separated,
but there is still no communication from either of the vessels. The Doctor and the Brigadier return to be told
that the vessels are seven miles apart and expanding. The recovery shuttle is heading towards Earth and is
eleven minutes from re-entry. They are all surprised when the shuttle starts its re-entry early. The Doctor
leaves to check on Liz. The Brigadier leaves to run a security report on the Sergeant. Liz and another scientist
called Dobson have found no pattern to the tape. The Doctor suggests there might be something wrong with
the computer. Dobson is sceptical, saying that the computer is infallible. The Doctor gets Liz to ask the
computer what two plus two is. The computer responds with five. The Doctor says that Taltalian has
sabotaged the computer. The recovery shuttle is ten seconds from control range. Contact is established
between the shuttle and the Space Centre, but there is no response. The Brigadier is worried that the shuttle
will burn up on re-entry. The Space Centre takes over control of the shuttle. Radar contact is made. The
broadcast tells the public that the capsule is on course to land somewhere in the South of England.
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His use, and that of many writers after him, "refers to all the ways in which human beings overcome their
original barbarism , and through artifice, become fully human. Thus a contrast between "culture" and "
civilization " is usually implied in these authors, even when not expressed as such. In the words of
anthropologist E. Tylor , it is "that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom
and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society. This ability arose with the
evolution of behavioral modernity in humans around 50, years ago, and is often thought to be unique to
humans, although some other species have demonstrated similar, though much less complex, abilities for
social learning. It is also used to denote the complex networks of practices and accumulated knowledge and
ideas that is transmitted through social interaction and exist in specific human groups, or cultures, using the
plural form. Change The Beatles exemplified changing cultural dynamics, not only in music, but fashion and
lifestyle. Over a half century after their emergence, they continue to have a worldwide cultural impact. It has
been estimated from archaeological data that the human capacity for cumulative culture emerged somewhere
between ,â€”, years ago. Alexander , has proposed a model of cultural change based on claims and bids, which
are judged by their cognitive adequacy and endorsed or not endorsed by the symbolic authority of the cultural
community in question. Cultural invention has come to mean any innovation that is new and found to be
useful to a group of people and expressed in their behavior but which does not exist as a physical object.
Humanity is in a global "accelerating culture change period," driven by the expansion of international
commerce, the mass media, and above all, the human population explosion, among other factors. Culture
repositioning means the reconstruction of the cultural concept of a society. These forces are related to both
social structures and natural events, and are involved in the perpetuation of cultural ideas and practices within
current structures, which themselves are subject to change. Social conflict and the development of
technologies can produce changes within a society by altering social dynamics and promoting new cultural
models , and spurring or enabling generative action. These social shifts may accompany ideological shifts and
other types of cultural change. For example, the U. Environmental conditions may also enter as factors. For
example, after tropical forests returned at the end of the last ice age , plants suitable for domestication were
available, leading to the invention of agriculture , which in turn brought about many cultural innovations and
shifts in social dynamics. War or competition over resources may impact technological development or social
dynamics. Additionally, cultural ideas may transfer from one society to another, through diffusion or
acculturation. In diffusion , the form of something though not necessarily its meaning moves from one culture
to another. For example, hamburgers , fast food in the United States, seemed exotic when introduced into
China. Diffusion of innovations theory presents a research-based model of why and when individuals and
cultures adopt new ideas, practices, and products. Acculturation has different meanings, but in this context it
refers to replacement of the traits of one culture with those of another, such as what happened to certain Native
American tribes and to many indigenous peoples across the globe during the process of colonization. Related
processes on an individual level include assimilation adoption of a different culture by an individual and
transculturation. The transnational flow of culture has played a major role in merging different culture and
sharing thoughts, ideas, and beliefs. Early modern discourses German Romanticism Johann Herder called
attention to national cultures. Immanuel Kant â€” formulated an individualist definition of "enlightenment"
similar to the concept of bildung: Against this intellectual cowardice, Kant urged: Sapere aude, "Dare to be
wise! Moreover, Herder proposed a collective form of bildung: During the Romantic era , scholars in
Germany , especially those concerned with nationalist movementsâ€”such as the nationalist struggle to create
a "Germany" out of diverse principalities, and the nationalist struggles by ethnic minorities against the
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Austro-Hungarian Empire â€”developed a more inclusive notion of culture as " worldview " Weltanschauung.
Although more inclusive than earlier views, this approach to culture still allowed for distinctions between
"civilized" and "primitive" or "tribal" cultures. In , Adolf Bastian â€” argued for "the psychic unity of
mankind. Franz Boas â€” was trained in this tradition, and he brought it with him when he left Germany for
the United States. In the 19th century, humanists such as English poet and essayist Matthew Arnold â€” used
the word "culture" to refer to an ideal of individual human refinement, of "the best that has been thought and
said in the world. Another facet of the Romantic movement was an interest in folklore , which led to
identifying a "culture" among non-elites. This distinction is often characterized as that between high culture ,
namely that of the ruling social group , and low culture. In other words, the idea of "culture" that developed in
Europe during the 18th and early 19th centuries reflected inequalities within European societies. Matthew
Arnold contrasted "culture" with anarchy ; other Europeans, following philosophers Thomas Hobbes and
Jean-Jacques Rousseau , contrasted "culture" with "the state of nature. Just as some critics have argued that the
distinction between high and low cultures is really an expression of the conflict between European elites and
non-elites, other critics have argued that the distinction between civilized and uncivilized people is really an
expression of the conflict between European colonial powers and their colonial subjects. These critics
considered folk music as produced by "the folk," i. Equally, this view often portrayed indigenous peoples as "
noble savages " living authentic and unblemished lives, uncomplicated and uncorrupted by the highly
stratified capitalist systems of the West. In the anthropologist Edward Tylor â€” applied these ideas of higher
versus lower culture to propose a theory of the evolution of religion. According to this theory, religion evolves
from more polytheistic to more monotheistic forms. This view paved the way for the modern understanding of
culture. Martin Lindstrom asserts that Kulturbrille, which allow us to make sense of the culture we inhabit,
also "can blind us to things outsiders pick up immediately. Sociology of culture The sociology of culture
concerns culture as manifested in society. For sociologist Georg Simmel â€” , culture referred to "the
cultivation of individuals through the agency of external forms which have been objectified in the course of
history. Culture can be any of two types, non-material culture or material culture. The term tends to be
relevant only in archeological and anthropological studies, but it specifically means all material evidence
which can be attributed to culture, past or present. Cultural sociology first emerged in Weimar Germany â€” ,
where sociologists such as Alfred Weber used the term Kultursoziologie cultural sociology. Cultural sociology
was then "reinvented" in the English-speaking world as a product of the " cultural turn " of the s, which
ushered in structuralist and postmodern approaches to social science. This type of cultural sociology may be
loosely regarded as an approach incorporating cultural analysis and critical theory. Cultural sociologists tend
to reject scientific methods, instead hermeneutically focusing on words, artifacts and symbols. As a result,
there has been a recent influx of quantitative sociologists to the field. Thus, there is now a growing group of
sociologists of culture who are, confusingly, not cultural sociologists. These scholars reject the abstracted
postmodern aspects of cultural sociology, and instead look for a theoretical backing in the more scientific vein
of social psychology and cognitive science. Part of the legacy of the early development of the field lingers in
the methods much of cultural sociological research is qualitative , in the theories a variety of critical
approaches to sociology are central to current research communities , and in the substantive focus of the field.
For instance, relationships between popular culture , political control, and social class were early and lasting
concerns in the field. Cultural studies In the United Kingdom , sociologists and other scholars influenced by
Marxism such as Stuart Hall â€” and Raymond Williams â€” developed cultural studies. Following
nineteenth-century Romantics, they identified "culture" with consumption goods and leisure activities such as
art, music, film, food , sports, and clothing. They saw patterns of consumption and leisure as determined by
relations of production , which led them to focus on class relations and the organization of production. These
practices comprise the ways people do particular things such as watching television, or eating out in a given
culture. It also studies the meanings and uses people attribute to various objects and practices. Specifically,
culture involves those meanings and practices held independently of reason. In the context of cultural studies,
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the idea of a text includes not only written language , but also films , photographs , fashion or hairstyles: The
last two, in fact, have become the main focus of cultural studies. A further and recent approach is comparative
cultural studies , based on the disciplines of comparative literature and cultural studies. The British version of
cultural studies had originated in the s and s, mainly under the influence of Richard Hoggart, E. This included
overtly political, left-wing views, and criticisms of popular culture as "capitalist" mass culture ; it absorbed
some of the ideas of the Frankfurt School critique of the " culture industry " i. This emerges in the writings of
early British cultural-studies scholars and their influences: In the United States, Lindlof and Taylor write,
"Cultural studies [were] grounded in a pragmatic, liberal-pluralist tradition. This strain of thinking has some
influence from the Frankfurt School , but especially from the structuralist Marxism of Louis Althusser and
others. The main focus of an orthodox Marxist approach concentrates on the production of meaning. This
model assumes a mass production of culture and identifies power as residing with those producing cultural
artifacts. In a Marxist view, those who control the means of production the economic base essentially control a
culture. They criticize the Marxist assumption of a single, dominant meaning, shared by all, for any cultural
product. The non-Marxist approaches suggest that different ways of consuming cultural artifacts affect the
meaning of the product. This view comes through in the book Doing Cultural Studies: Feminist cultural
analyst, theorist, and art historian Griselda Pollock contributed to cultural studies from viewpoints of art
history and psychoanalysis. The writer Julia Kristeva is among influential voices at the turn of the century,
contributing to cultural studies from the field of art and psychoanalytical French feminism. The second covers
the variables that represent the "social orientation" of societies, i. These variables include gender
egalitarianism, institutional collectivism, in-group collectivism and human orientation. In , a new approach to
culture was suggested by Rein Raud , [12] who defines culture as the sum of resources available to human
beings for making sense of their world and proposes a two-tiered approach, combining the study of texts all
reified meanings in circulation and cultural practices all repeatable actions that involve the production,
dissemination or transmission of meanings , thus making it possible to re-link anthropological and sociological
study of culture with the tradition of textual theory.
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Scott Fitzgerald wrote that there are no second acts in American lives. While this statement is widely quoted
â€” or misquoted, according to purists â€” clearly it does not apply to Jerrold Fine, whose life has had at least
three acts. Having begun his career in New York City after graduating in from Wharton, Fine at age 24 was
one of the pioneers of hedge funds on Wall Street. The fund that he and his partners launched in grew by the s
to become the largest in the industry. Fine left the partnership in to set up his own firm â€” Charter Oak
Partners Management â€” in Connecticut. That second act continued through , when he converted Charter Oak
into a family office to embark on Act Three. At age 72, Fine chose to become a novelist. Its multi-layered
narrative is at one level a coming-of-age tale of a middle-class kid from Cincinnati named Rogers Stout. His
father is a dedicated doctor who cares deeply for patients. After considerable soul-searching, Rogers chooses
not to follow his father into medicine but decides to go to business school and pursue a career in finance. The
novel paints an affectionate portrait of the Wharton School in the s. At the same time, Make Me Even is the
story of life on Wall Street in the turbulent s and early s. Readers get an early glimpse of that trauma in the
opening pages when Stout, the narrator, says: It was an open wound that refused to heal. Even so, father and
son share an enduring closeness, nurtured in part by their shared enthusiasm for poker. For years, on Friday
evenings, both bond over so-called gambleathons in which no real money changes hands but still are fiercely
competitive. Poor sportsmanship was discouraged. In the interview, his supervisor, a finance executive named
Andrew Stevens, asks Stout if he really wants to become very rich. Before long the revels move across the
Newport Bridge into Kentucky and a lively poker game ensues, during which Stout demonstrates his mastery
and wins a windfall of cash. The traders are impressed. They realize â€” as does Stout â€” that the same skills
that make him an exceptional poker player could serve him as well in a financial career. I only wish your
mother were here to witness your growth and development. If you want to head off to Philadelphia, do it.
Before he leaves for college, the couple go with their friend Ronnie Davis to a poker game, where they meet
Everett, a factory worker. Fairness dictates he should claim his winnings; kindness prompts him to let Everett
off the hook. An act of compassion solves the problem. These were the types who were attracted to the smell
of blood in the water. One of his favorite faculty members is a sociology professor named Dr. Instead,
believing that heat generates light, the professor provokes students to debate opinions. His goal was to make
his flock think for themselves. Townsend, who teaches Money and Banking. Initially, Stout finds this course
â€” which focuses on the Federal Reserve and discount rates â€” pure torture. Having grown up on a farm in
Delaware, McNeer got his baptism of fire in finance as a penniless clerk on Wall Street, where he saw the
carnage unleashed by the stock market crash of and the Great Depression that followed. The reason is that the
professor treats his charges not as students but as budding securities analysts. He drives home his most crucial
point: So Rogers, ever mindful of the connection between gambling and financial markets, plays a poker game
with the professor who, despite having a winning hand, graciously accepts him in his class. What is less
obvious is what the takeover would mean for Gulf Oil. Most students believe this to be a win-win transaction.
Stout, however, doubts whether the professor would pose such an easy challenge. The deal feels just too pat.
West Pecos Pipeline faces an environmental liability lawsuit â€” whose exposure could impact its future and
greatly magnify the risk for its potential buyer. Stout is meticulous in doing his homework â€” and eventually
is the only student to speak out in class against the merger. The scenes in which Stout defends his analysis
against some of his smartest, richest and most entitled peers are among the most dramatic in the novel. A few
weeks before graduation, Stout gets a signed job contract from the investment bank. Should Stout stay loyal to
his first love, Charlotte Marks â€” who has moved to Cambodia to work with Doctors Without Borders â€” or
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transfer his affection to Elsbeth Aylesworth, whose presence makes his pulse race? That is the dilemma that
the year-old faces as he graduates from business school and prepares to take his first job in New York.
Freedom Road Initially as a trainee and then as a junior securities analyst at BAM, Stout is now able to put his
ideas into action. The novel follows Stout as he steadily builds his personal investment account by exploring
opportunities that had germinated during the Wharton years. Among them, he closely follows Resorts
International, a casino operator that is making a big bet on Atlantic City, hoping to create an East Coast rival
to Las Vegas casinos. Instead of relying just on what he reads, Stout makes several trips to the construction
site to speak with the workers and learn for himself what is going on. As the stock gradually rises,
well-meaning advisors suggest that he sell to safeguard his profits. BAM offers Stout opportunities to learn
from seasoned players who have seen many ups and downs in financial markets. Stout also gets to know
others at the firm, including Paal Van Horn, a foul-tempered Dutchman with legendary impatience. I loved
winning at any game in which thinking was involved. Such victories encourage Stout to take on bigger risks.
He researches the potential impact on oil prices if the Shah were to be overthrown in Iran and dips his toe into
the dangerous world of commodities trading. He considers short selling bonds â€” based on the view that
inflation could trigger an increase in interest rates and make the bond market collapse. As Stout wades into
these potentially treacherous waters, his business associates issue a warning. Greek mythology long ago
recognized that hubris usually gives way to nemesis. As the British humorist P. Still, one conclusion emerges
clearly from the narrative. In the end, Stout will never be even. That is a wound that neither money nor love
can heal. Scott Fitzgerald would probably agree.
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Plot summary[ edit ] The story is told from the perspective of Vandyck "Van" Jennings, a sociology student
who, along with two friends, Terry O. Nicholson and Jeff Margrave, forms an expedition party to explore an
area of uncharted land rumored to be home to a society consisting entirely of women. The three friends do not
entirely believe the rumors because they are unable to think of a way how human reproduction could occur
without males. The men speculate about what a society of women would be like, each guessing differently
based on the stereotype of women which he holds most dear: Jeff regarding women as things to be served and
protected; Terry viewing them as things to be conquered and won. They are quickly found by three young
women who they realize are observing them from the treetops. After attempting to catch the girls with
trickery, the men end up chasing the young women towards a town or village. The women outrun them easily
and disappear among the houses, which, Van notes are exceptionally well made and attractive. After meeting
the first inhabitants of this new land which Van names Herland the men proceed more cautiously, noting that
the girls they met were strong, agile, and completely unafraid. Their caution is warranted because as the men
enter the town where the girls disappeared, they become surrounded by a large group of women who march
them towards an official looking building. The three men attempt an escape but are swiftly and easily
overpowered by the large group of women and eventually anesthetized. The men awake to find themselves
held captive in a fortress-like building. They are given comfortable living accommodations, clean clothes, and
food. The women assign each man a tutor who teaches the men their language. Van makes many notes about
the new country and people, commenting that everything from their clothing to their furniture seems to be
made with the twin ideals of pragmatism and aesthetics given equal consideration. The women themselves
appear intelligent and astute, unafraid and patient, with a notable lack of temper and seemingly limitless
understanding for their captives. The women are keen to learn about the world outside and question the men
eagerly about all manner of things. Often Van finds himself having difficulty justifying the practices of his
own society such as the milking of cows, and the keeping of property, when faced with the apparent utopia the
women have managed to build. After being held captive for a number of months, the men break out of the
fortress and escape cross-country to where they left their biplane. Finding the biplane sewn inside a large
fabric covering, the men are unable to get away and are resignedly recaptured by the women. The remaining
men were mostly slaves who killed the sons of their dead masters and the old women, intending to take over
the land and the young women with it. The women fought back, however, killing the slaves. After a period of
hopelessness at the impending end of their race, cut off from the rest of the world and without any men, one
woman among the survivors became pregnant and bore a female child, and four more female children after.
The five daughters of this woman also grew up to bear five daughters each. This process rapidly expanded
their population and led to the exaltation of motherhood. Ever since that time the women had devoted
themselves to improving their minds, working together and raising their children; the position of teacher being
one of the most revered and respected positions in the land. As the men are allowed more freedom, each
strikes up a relationship with one of the women they had first seen upon their arrival: Having had no men for
2, years, the women apparently have no experience or cultural memory of romantic love or sexual intercourse.
Their marriages cause the men much reflection; the women they married have no conception of what being a
wife or being feminine entails. Van finds it frustrating sometimes, though in the end he is grateful for his
wonderful friendship with Ellador and the intense love he feels for her. Terry is not so wise, and out of
frustration attempts to rape Alima. After being forcefully restrained and once again anesthetized, Terry stands
trial before the women and is ordered to return to his homeland. After all, Alima was his wife, you know. In
the end, both Terry and Van leave Herland with promises not to reveal the utopia until Ellador has returned
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and such a plan has been fully discussed. Jeff chooses to stay behind and live in Herland with his now
pregnant wife, Celis. Van tries to prepare Ellador for returning to his world but feels much trepidation about
what she will find there. Major themes[ edit ] This article possibly contains original research. Please improve
it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research
should be removed. June Learn how and when to remove this template message The central theme of Herland
is defining gender â€”the roles, how it is socially constructed, and how it is viewed as unchangeable by both
genders. The idea of defining genders begins when the men first meet the women of Herland. In comparison to
the women of their world, the men view the women of Herland to have masculine physical features: The
women are physically strong and demonstrate this by building huge buildings in their country. Along with the
women having masculine traitsâ€”as the outside world perceivesâ€”Jeff is in some ways feminine despite
being a male. Another central theme of the novel is motherhood. The all-female society operates heavily
surrounding the child-rearing process. They even developed and modified their language over time in order to
make it as simple as possible for the children to learn, education being one of the most important aspects of
the culture. Each mother submerges her one child completely with the love and affection of the whole
community for the first two years of life until it is taken upon the most equipped few to further their education.
One of the male explorers is surprised to hear that the women would give up their children to the care of
another, but the women explain that children are taken as the responsibility of the whole community and not
just that of the biological mother. The book also focuses on individuality by the way that each child is given
her own unique first name with no need of last names. The Herlanders keep a detailed history of their lineage
and they see no need to claim ownership over their child by instilling their own name upon that child the way
the culture of men is used to. The women are able to love openly without forcing subordination upon others,
not excluding their offspring. Jeff is one example of how Gilman represents a feminist voice. As a feminist
writer, Gilman provides an additional outlook on women and their roles during her time. She demonstrates her
praise of women being independent of men. Gilman creates a means of equality to the men and at times
conveys a theme of being superior to the men. In contrast to the world where the men came from, they feel
weak compared to the women of Herland. The women are conveyed as kinder and smarter than the men, as
determined by the narrator. The women are smart by means of surviving when they are cut off from the rest of
the world. They live in a country where they " breed-out " parts of nature if it is a strain on their society, i. In
addition to breeding-out parts of nature, the women of Herland will breed-out individuals in their society who
are defiant and not virtuous. The book highlights the theme of community essential to the all-female society.
The women maintain individuality while deriving their ideals from reaching a consensus with the majority of
the population. The community arrives at decisions on the procreation of children by referring to eugenics.
Gilman provides commentary on the importance of obtaining a strong sense of community in a Utopian novel.
Gilman openly proposed notions of feminism, regardless of the unconventionality and negative reception in
the early 20th century. Education is the "highest art" in Herland and has been the reason why the country has
thrived. The theme of education is of utmost importance and highly valued. When the three male characters
are imprisoned by the Herlanders, their hair grows long, which Gilman does to symbolically link them to
womenkind. Throughout the novel, Gilman reverses the stereotypical gender roles: There is an undercurrent of
racism and praise for eugenics in the book. Gilman consistently refers to the pro-war people living in the wider
world below Herland as "savages" because they are pro-war: As for eugenics, she seems to believe that
character "flaws" can be bred out of humanity as she repeatedly states that only the most virtuous women are
allowed to enjoy the gift of maternity. The book describes a women-based Utopia, the men were cut off from
the community due to a natural disaster, leaving only females to create an extremely egalitarian civilization.
However, the arrival of the three explorers is regarded as a blessing, allowing the Herland citizens to get back
to a bi-sexual society. Feminist analysis[ edit ] This article possibly contains original research. Herland helps
establish a very early economic model favoring the female worker by adhering to social reproduction. In
contrast to other forms of economic policy, such as that defined in industrial capitalism, this book exhibits a
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society where the dominant system of production surrounds the production of children; therefore, mothers are
not discriminated in the workplace, but are instead respected for continuing the population. When Terry
expresses that in the U. Literary significance and reception[ edit ] "An important feminist work, long
forgotten, and recently published for the first time in bookform. In , the full run of The Forerunner was
reprinted in facsimile by Greenwood Reprints as a part of the Radical Periodicals in the United States, series.
In , Herland was re-published as a stand-alone novel by Pantheon Books , with a lengthy introduction by
scholar Ann J. Lane placing it within contemporary feminist discourses, and appended with the subtitle "A
Lost Feminist Utopian Novel.
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There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy. By Foster Gamble
Worldview is just a term meaning how you interpret reality, or what you believe to be true. As far as I can tell,
we each have one â€” and though it has been vastly influenced by the thoughts of those we read, watch or
associate with, we each actually have a unique perspective on what is going on. Worldviews can and do
change. In general, worldview has been most influenced by religion and science. If science teaches us that the
planet is part of a closed system and the Earth is winding down, with limited resources and in time will simply
use itself up, then a worldview of scarcity is likely to result. If science were to teach that the Universe is alive,
and this planet is part of a living infinitely abundant universe â€”and that the energy winding down is matched
by energy winding up, in a dynamic of expansion and contraction, that can be tapped in to cleanly and
harmoniously to provide for all people everywhere, we are likely to believe that evolution is ongoing and there
is plenty to go around. The key is that our belief system determines what we think is possible, and what we
think is possible influences the results we create or allow in life. The interactions of all our individual
worldviews shapes the condition of humanity and therefore, given our technologies, of planet Earth. And cells
awoke one morning to find that molecules were actually inside them, as part of their very being. And you
might awake one morning and find that nature is a part of you, literally internal to your being. You are not just
a part of nature, nature is a part of you. And for just that reason, you treat nature as you would treat your lungs
or your kidneys. A spontaneous environmental ethics surges forth from your heart, and you will never again
look at a river, a leaf, a deer, a robin, in the same way. The only question is whether World Government will
be achieved by conquest or consent. So what creates a Worldview? Burning a finger on a hot stove informs
our future behavior. Being told what to eat by our parents shapes our early diets. Being abused triggers
avoidance and kindness engenders trust. On a larger scale, however, our beliefs are predominantly determined
by those who control our access to information media and our social structures, including schools , because
these institutions dictate what beliefs and behaviors are rewarded and which are punished. My research has
convinced me that the prevailing worldview of the 21st century, in which war is considered a viable or
necessary means of problem solving, that starvation is inevitable for some people on this planet, and that it is
right for some people to tax and control others against their will, is the result of well-organized elite who own
the systems through which information and values are disseminated. They use the media, education,
pharmaceutical and military pyramids they control to shape our thinking, and therefore our behavior â€”
ideally through subtle mind manipulation, but, if necessary, through coercion and violence. It is vital to
consider the motivation and funding sources of those who are shaping our worldview: We are careening into a
world of a few haves and billions of suffering have-nots. If you were intimidated as a child and taught that you
were either going to be in control or be controlled, it would make some sense that you would choose control,
and devote your life to getting and staying in charge over others. Unfortunately our political and economic
systems reward this. How do I discover what my own Worldview is? I suggest you create a personal profile of
your belief system with a list of questions something like this: Do I have a body or does my consciousness
arise from the combination of cells that is my body? Should I believe what seems popular or strategic to
believe, or can I truly think for myself and trust my direct experience? Am I part of a larger power or
intelligence than me? If so, how do I relate to or communicate with it? Is it separate from me? What gives
meaning to my existence? What is my purpose and the purpose of life? What is the nature of my connection
with others? What does it mean to love and be loved? What do I need to be fulfilled? What are basic human
rights? Should others be able to tell me what I can exchange, ingest, or do Is the universe basically trustworthy
or not? Is there such a thing as good and evil? What is integrity, and does it matter to the quality of life? What
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moves any one of us from one worldview to the next? Only when there is a sufficient combination of
compelling evidence, emotional completion, and an adequate sense of future security do we let ourselves
actually change our minds. If someone thinks that what they have is who they are, and it goes away during a
great depression, they might jump out a window. If they think they are their reputation and they have a setback
or get slandered, they might decide life is not worth living. If they think they are their position in the power
structure, and it is threatened, they might sell out their core values to keep their status. If they are scientists
who have believed something all their lives and a more compelling argument or evidence challenges their
theoretical foundation, they might become hostile or think they are going to die. This latter example I have
witnessed first hand. Our era is intensifying the almost daily choice for each of us â€” faced with a moment of
unknowing, a new challenge, do I: They virtually all describe an octave of stages in the process of becoming a
mature species living in harmony with our environment, and seem to independently agree that we are about in
the middle of a whole process, facing a lethal challenge with a profound urge to survive and yet without any
guarantee of success. That was then around 80 million adults. Similar percentages were seen in Europe and
Japan. He describes this as the largest leaderless spiritual movement in history. The universe is not an
aggregate of objects, but a communion of subjects. The world is a dangerous place and it always will be,
because there is evil out there in the world. The world is also difficult because it is competitive. There will
always be winners and losers. There is an absolute right and an absolute wrong. Children are born bad, in the
sense that they just want to do what feels good, not what is right. Therefore, they have to be made good. What
is needed in this kind of a world is a strong, strict father who can: Protect the family in the dangerous world,
Support the family in the difficult world, and Teach his children right from wrong. What is required of the
child is obedience, because the strict father is a moral authority who knows right from wrong. It is further
assumed that the only way to teach kids obedience â€” that is, right from wrong â€” is through punishment,
painful punishment, when they do wrong. This included hitting them,â€¦and some recommend sticks, belts,
and wooden paddles on the bare bottomâ€¦ Without such punishment, the world will go to hell. There will be
no morality. Suppose you are a real moral authority. As a moral authority, how do you deal with your
children? Do you ask them what they should do or what you should do? What the father says, the child does. It
is the same with the White house. That is, the president does not ask: IF you are a moral authority you know
what is right, you have power, and you use it. You would be immoral yourself if you abandoned your moral
authority. Map this onto foreign policy and it says that you cannot give up sovereignty. The United States,
being the best and the most powerful country in the world- a moral authority â€” knows the right thing to do.
We should not be asking anybody else. Those are the backward ones. And what should we do? If you are a
strict father, you tell the children how to develop, tell them what rules they should follow, and punish them
when they do wrong. That is, you operate using, say, the policies of the International Monetary Fund. The
strict father worldview is so named because according to its own beliefs, the father is the head of the family.
The nurturant parent worldview is gender neutral. Both parents are equally responsible for raising the children.
The assumption is that children are born good and can be made better. The world can be a better place and our
job is to work on that. If you have a child, you have to know what every cry means. You have to know when
the child is hungry, when he needs a diaper change, when he is having nightmares. And you have a
responsibility â€” you have to take care of this child. Since you cannot take care of someone else if you are not
taking care of yourself, you have to take care of yourself enough to be able to take care of the child. If you
empathize with your child, you will provide protection,â€¦you want your child to be fulfilled in life, to be a
happy person. It is your moral responsibility to teach your child to be a happy, fulfilled person who wants
others to be happy and fulfilled. There are still other nurturant values: Buckminster Fuller, Critical Path Fork
in the Road We are at a critical crossroads where our information and our courage enables us to choose to
create a thriving world based on protecting the rights of every individual or our recent trajectory of
misinformation and confusion continues to lead us into a global police state - seeking daily permission to act
from the dictators of a one-world tyranny. We outnumber the perpetrators of the agenda by over a million to
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one. They cannot control us unless they can control our minds. As we wake up, do our own thinking, connect
with others and take action, humanity has what it takes to thrive.
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Gannon Gannon, the Prince of Darkness, invades Hyrule with his evil army, seizes the Triforce of Power , and
attempts to gather the scattered pieces of the Triforce of Wisdom. He imprisons Princess Zelda and keeps her
in his lair at Death Mountain , but is killed and reduced to ashes by Link when the hero strikes him with a
Silver Arrow. If Link dies, his blood is used to resurrect Ganon. In non-Japanese versions of the game, Ganon
appears as a shadow on the Game Over screen and laughs. Unable to leave the Dark World, Ganon created an
avatar that would later be known as Agahnim. Through Agahnim, Ganon betrayed the King of Hyrule after
having earned his trust, and took over the country. Now in control of the kingdom, Agahnim seeks to break the
seal on the Sacred Realm to allow Ganon to escape it. Link confronts Agahnim in Hyrule Castle and defeats
him, but Agahnim manages to retreat to the Dark World while trapping Link there as well. According to the
Hyrule Historia , this Ganon is the one revived by Koume and Kotake at the end of the Oracle subseries.
Likewise, the same book stated that the Ganon in this game was the result of a timeline where Ganondorf
defeated Link in their final battle in Ocarina of Time. It is also stated that after his defeat, his resentment and
evil thoughts of Link travelled through time and space, manifesting into the Shadow Links in A Link Between
Worlds. The Legend of Zelda: It states that Ganon had been defeated, but the people of Hyrule worried that
other evils may materialize themselves from his ashes. Also, the final Nightmare takes on a Ganon form
whose attack pattern and appearance is similar to the Ganon fought in A Link to the Past. Ganon Ocarina of
Time Ganon first appears in his human form, Ganondorf. Unbeknownst to the King of Hyrule , Ganondorf is
trying to obtain the Triforce; Princess Zelda suspected his plan, thanks to a vision she had in a dream, and
decides to try and thwart him with the help of Link. Ganondorf causes his own castle to collapse on Link and
Princess Zelda. The two manage to escape the castle seconds before it finally collapses, and then hear a noise
in the ruins. Koume and Kotake plot to revive him using the Flames of the Dark Rites , which they light by
causing havoc in Labrynna and Holodrum , and capturing Princess Zelda. By sacrificing Zelda, the ritual
would be complete and Ganon would be revived. However, Link arrives before the ritual is complete and
defeats the two witches. They are then forced to sacrifice themselves instead of Zelda, resurrecting Ganon, but
only as a mindless, raging beast. Ganon depicted in the prologue of The Wind Waker Ganon briefly appears in
the prologue of the game, which reveals he had escaped from the Sacred Realm after being defeated by the
Hero of Time. Powerless, Ganon returns to his Ganondorf form and quietly escapes into the Light World.
Ganon itself does not appear in the main game; however, Ganondorf takes on the form of Puppet Ganon , a
giant, wooden, puppet-like version of Ganon. He is held onto the ceiling by ropes and takes on the form of a
boar, spider, and Moldorm. Like Ganon from Ocarina of Time, his tail is a weak spot. Another depiction of the
Ganon form can be seen on the stained glass windows in the Hyrule Castle basement where Link finds the
Master Sword. The center window shows the Seven Sages sealing Ganon away at the end of the climactic
battle in Ocarina of Time. Even though Ganondorf does not appear in the game in his Ganon form, Ganondorf
is often referred to by the name "Ganon" in the English version of the game. Ganon Four Swords Adventures
Ganondorf is not apparently the enemy at first; however, when Link arrives at the Lost Woods , he finds that
the Deku there have become his loyal followers, revealing his presence to Link. More is revealed about Ganon
in the next area, the Desert of Doubt. Ganondorf was a member of the Gerudo tribe there, but had been
shunned by his people after he broke their laws and traveled to the sacred Pyramid in his quest for power. In
addition, he also was enraged at the four Links for stopping him from absorbing more power, and felt that his
trident will defeat them, with or without the Four Sword, before his shadowy mass leaves the crumbling
palace. They are stopped by Ganon, who was also causing the collapse of the tower of winds. After sealing a
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weakening Zelda away, Ganon reveals himself and faces Link in battle. After Ganon is defeated, he is sealed
within the Four Sword. Due to the Triforce of Power not playing a role in his transformation, it is implied that
this Ganon and Ganondorf are a different incarnation from the one seen in other games. Alternatively, Ganon
ended up reincarnating into Ganondorf and regained his Ganon form through the Trident. After a brief
reunion, Ganondorf suddenly transforms into his beast form; Ganon. He erects a magical barrier to prevent
Zelda from intervening and attacks Link, who utilizes his own beast form to defeat Ganon. Ganon appears
more reckless in this appearance, quickly destroying most of the Throne Room where the battle is fought. His
most prominent ability in this appearance is his use of Twilight Portals. Midna then teleports Link and
Princess Zelda out of the castle in an act of self-sacrifice in order to attempt to take down Ganondorf with the
Fused Shadow. An interesting point is that while other games that feature Ganon have him serve as the final
boss, in this game Ganon serves as an intermediate boss instead, with Ganondorf serving as the final boss.
This is also the first time Ganon is depicted as a quadruped rather than a biped. Demise Although Ganon
himself does not appear in the game, he is briefly hinted at: This is strongly also implied in Breath of the Wild
as Ganon is said to go through a cycle of resurrection and Calamity Ganon was in the middle of resurrecting
himself when he was interrupted by Link.
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Chapter 8 : Ganon | Zeldapedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The large central room of the memory-care unit was designed to look like an old-fashioned American town square.
There was a small fountain, surrounded by plants and a low stone wall; there were a.

Takayuki Yamaguchi Japanese ; Jeremiah Freedman English Kazuki is the main character and stereotypical
harem anime protagonist of the series: As such, he attracts a bevy of beautiful women. Kazuki is regarded as a
pariah by his classmates because he periodically has visions of giant robots battling in the city. After being
accidentally sent to the parallel world by Ken and Mitsuki Sanada, Kazuki discovers that he is the only male
that can control the mechas. Because of his unbelievable piloting skill, he is commissioned to the Earth
Defense Force , or simply the EDF, and becomes the new pilot of the white Core Robot. Curiously, there is no
alternative version of Kazuki Yotsuga in this world. Later in the series, Kazuki subconsciously awakens one of
the original alien mechas, a robot named Zinv. The three main characters are similar to the three protagonists
of the Neon Genesis Evangelion series, Kazuki is similar to Shinji Ikari , only in appearance. Mitsuki is also
an exceptional robot pilot, and joins the EDF to end the war, hoping research to send her home can begin
afterwards. Unfortunately, Mitsuki is hotheaded and easily manipulated, and is captured by the Rara Army
towards the end of the series and coerced into piloting the complete version of HIMC. She clearly has an
attraction to Kazuki, but covers it up by treating him abrasively. When Kazuki is lost behind enemy lines,
Mitsuki is affected most of all. The three main characters are very similar to the three protagonists of the Neon
Genesis Evangelion series, with Mitsuki being very similar to Asuka Langley Soryu. The war between the
Earth Defense Force and the Rara Army began when D and at least two mechas were discovered in an artifact
of unknown origin. Her original body was damaged, so a bioroid was built to contain her essence represented
by a glowing orb in place of an eye while her body healed. D appears to be as inhuman as the robot she pilots,
speaking mechanically and asking many questions about human emotions and behavior. The only one to break
through her stony exterior is Kazuki, to the shock of Commander Sanada. D frequently has visions of a
horrible creature attacking, and is deathly afraid of HIMC. As a robot pilot, D is subpar, often requiring rescue
by Kazuki and Mitsuki. However, she redeems herself by removing the limiter placed upon Zinv, allowing its
true power to manifest itself. When Zinv is destroyed and the worlds merge, D becomes Dee Sanada, taking
on the animated personality of a young girl. There is also an apparent resemblance between D and Tenchi
Muyo! The character of D also resembles the character Doll from Tenchi Muyo! The three main characters are
very similar to the three protagonists of the Neon Genesis Evangelion series, with D being very similar to Rei
Ayanami. After suffering a serious head injury in battle, Yayoi experienced a feedback loop, effectively
cutting off her connection to robots and ending her career as a pilot. She refers to Kazuki as "her prince", and
falls in love with him. However, she places herself in a trance to play Miss Ra, becoming a ruthless warrior.
When she finds out that Kazuki is an enemy pilot, she launches him away in an escape pod, remembering the
time he could have killed Miss Ra, but saved her instead. Mitsuki is later brainwashed into piloting HIMC,
one of the most powerful robots created. Both Kens share a love for instant ramen , a slightly off-color sense
of humor, and an understanding that Kazuki is special. Despite appearing to goof off on the job antagonizing
Rara and Akane never gets old , Commander Sanada takes it quite seriously. When Zinv is destroyed and the
worlds merge, Ken Sanada returns to being a scientist as well as being married to Akane Yamano. In the new
world, Mitsuki Sanada is his daughter and Dee Sanada is his adopted daughter. His relation to Kazuki is cause
for question. Kazuki calls him "Uncle" but it is debated among fans whether they are actually related in the
new world. Kenichi Ogata Japanese ; G. It was he who began the war in the first place, transforming himself
into a messiah-like figure "You fools have no fear of God! In the bizarre scene where Kazuki actually has
dinner with the Rara family, the General reveals a softer side of himself; he believes that the war is about
keeping the alien technology out of the wrong hands. However, it quickly becomes clear that Rara is simply a
figurehead, with his wife wielding the real power. He redeems himself, however, when Kazuki attacks their
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base, and gets everyone out before it gets destroyed. When Zinv is destroyed and the worlds merge, Rara and
his wife move in next door to the Sanadas, hoping to corral Kazuki into revealing the secret of his connection
to Zinv. In reality, she controls the Rara Army along with the mysterious alien named Kumu. While initially
teasing Mitsuki for her attraction to Kazuki, they help him escape the Rara base when his identity is revealed.
List of episodes[ edit ].
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Chapter 9 : The Naturalist's Daughter by Tea Cooper
Dual! Parallel Trouble Adventure (ãƒ‡ãƒ¥ã‚¢ãƒ«!ã•±ã‚‰ã‚Œãƒ«ãƒ³ãƒ«ãƒ³ç‰©èªž, Dyuaru! Parare Runrun Monogatari)
is a fourteen episode series created in by Masaki Kajishima and produced by AIC, both well known for the Tenchi Muyo!
franchise.

She initially decides to become the Priestess of Suzaku Suzaku no Miko in order to ask Suzaku to grant her
wish to join her best friend, Yui, at the same high school. Miaka falls in love with Tamahome: Her warriors
are shocked and even comment on how "so completely selfless" it is. Tamahome is then forced to return to his
own world because of it. In Fushigi Yugi Eikoden, they are married. When she becomes pregnant Mayo enters
the book to change the course of the story, causing Miaka to fall unconscious. Knowing that the world in the
book is in danger, Miaka sends her unborn child into Mayo as a chance to connect with and save that world.
When the false Suzaku is summoned, she uses her connection to seal him away and give Taka the strength to
defeat him. Soon after, the conflict is resolved and she wakes up in her own world with Taka by her side. She
later gives birth to their son, whom she names Hikari. Outgoing and optimistic, Miaka shows herself amiable
with friends and strangers, and has a tendency to be guileless and sentimental. Miaka is generous and cares
greatly for other people and perceives herself to be a considerate person. She can be unassuming and
unsophisticated, but also magnanimous and courageous. Because she creates the impression of a person who
always needs help, Miaka has the good fortune of almost always having someone looking after her. Miaka has
a primary weakness: She eats constantly and has an interest in any type of food. She is an avid fan of anime,
imitating several characters during the course of the story. He is first introduced when he saves Miaka and Yui
from slave-traders. He immediately asks for payment for his services, but is turned down. He later saves
Miaka from another gang of slave-traders when she arrives at the Capitol. Tamahome appears to be the
strongest member of the Suzaku warriors. An adept martial artist, proficient unarmed and with weapons, he
proves a good street-fighter and can channel his chi into energy-blasts. When emotionally motivated, he is
able to use his chi to increase his strength, speed, and reflexes in combat. Tamahome is also experienced in
fencing thanks to being trained by Tokaki. Initially, the story portrays Tamahome as a greedy young man
obsessed with money, interested in helping others only if it means getting paid for it later. It is eventually
revealed that his interest in accumulating money derives from trying to support his family. He comes across as
cheerful, vain, and comic, but is actually shy and emotionally strong. Throughout the series, he demonstrates
himself to be a sincere young man who is willing to sacrifice himself for the sake of others and unwilling to
back down from enemies. In the 7th volume, his family is massacred by Suboshi. They develop a strong
romantic relationship to the point where Tamahome can sense Miaka whenever she calls for him. This causes
Tamahome and Miaka to go back to their own worlds. By the end of the manga, Tamahome and Miaka are
married and have a son, named Hikari. His family runs a farm in the countryside. He is introduced to Miaka by
her older brother as a classmate of his. When he meets Miaka he reveals what memories he has retained in his
past life, involving being one of seven warriors destined to protect a young girl who would save his world
from destruction and that his name in that past life was Tamahome. The memories, in the form of different
colored jewel spheres, are actually just memories and nothing more. It is revealed that Taka is not a shadow,
but is, in fact, Tamahome. As one of the Celestial Warriors of Suzaku, he can summon a sword; as such he is a
powerful swordsman and has been additionally trained in martial arts since childhood. Hotohori first hears of
the Priestess of Suzaku at a young age and comes to believe that the priestess would become his true love and
the one who would love him for himself instead of his title. Upon meeting Miaka, he falls in love with her and
becomes willing to do anything for her sake. Hotohori eventually marries a woman named Houki, who some
believe bears a striking resemblance to Nuriko. Raised with little warmth, Hotohori appears cold, reserved,
and harsh, particularly when acting as the Emperor of Konan, but actually shows himself as a warm,
peace-loving and gentle person. Known as a responsible ruler and capable of dealing with political affairs,
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Hotohori often places the well-being of his subjects first and forgets his own needs in the process. However,
Hotohori has limited understanding of the world as a result of being raised in a sheltered environment. After
meeting Miaka and the other Celestial Warriors of Suzaku, he is gradually able to act as himself and finds true
friends. He is 18 years old. He is also close friends with Tamahome, despite their frequent bickering and
arguing, which usually results with him comically beating up Tamahome. After Nuriko comes to terms with
the fact that his cross-dressing resulted from the unyielding pain of losing his sister Kourin, he concludes that
he had been trying to live his life as Kourin would have, not as he would have. This revelation allows him to
finally allow himself to experience life as a man. He cuts his hair, which once hung down to his waist in a
braid, and admits to Tamahome that he loves Miaka as more than a friend. While he maintains his feelings for
Hotohori, Nuriko eventually chooses to stop dressing as a woman in order to better protect Miaka. Nuriko is
the first of the seven Suzaku warriors to die. She also steals the magic ball Tasuki has, and breaks it. As the
oldest and wisest of all of the Suzaku warriors, Chichiri thinks of himself as the older brother who looks after
them all. While Tamahome and Hotohori are the obvious leaders, Chichiri is the ever-staunch advisor and
supporter from behind the scenes, always willing to help when needed. When he first appears, Chichiri
constantly wears a smile on his face, though he later accounts for his face as a mask with features he can move
on reflex in order to make it resemble a natural face. His true face resembles his mask, save that one eye has
been scarred by an injury across his forehead. Chichiri was enraged at the betrayal and the two men began to
fight. While they were fighting, a heavy rainstorm caused the Shoryuu River flooded their home village.
Chichiri did not know this but, his friend survived, but resentfully believes that Chichiri had abandoned him to
die. When they meet again, this mistaken resentment causes him to resume the old battle, but ends when the
story behind the dreadful scar is revealed. Extremely quick and agile, he particularly enjoys joking around
with Nuriko, Tamahome, and Chichiri. He is 17 years old and was born in the town of Tai-Tou in the Ko
prefecture, at the foot of Mount Reikaku. Additionally, he is skilled in judo, archery, swordsmanship, and is
briefly capable of using ofuda. He began to improve his martial arts abilities in hopes of living up to and
carrying on the role of his mentor. Straightforward, simple-minded, and quick to pick a fight, Tasuki also has a
strong sense of honor. Though he appears utterly blunt, vulgar, and loud, he is sentimental and easily becomes
emotional. He provides a frequent source of comic relief in the series: Tasuki values his friends greatly and
will not hesitate to kill those who would try to endanger them or make fun of them in any way. Despite being
rough around the edges, Tasuki shares a particularly strong relationship with Chiriko. Tasuki, as the youngest
child and only son of a family with five older sisters, an aggressive mother, and timid father, happily accepts
the role of an older brother figure to Chiriko, who looks up to him and strives to become a "manly man" like
Tasuki. Of all the Suzaku Celestial Warriors, he takes the deaths of his comrades the hardest and openly cries
for them. A running joke in the series is that Tasuki is afraid to swim, claiming that it is because he is a "man
of the mountains", though on several occasions he is able to instinctively tread water and finds unusual means
of compensating for his weakness. He also hates milk, due to the fact that his overly endowed mother almost
smothered him as an infant. As the youngest and only son in a family with strong females and a weak father,
Tasuki claims to hate women. He seems to have special feelings for Miaka. He is soft-spoken and one of the
most serious of the Suzaku Celestial Warriors. He uses this ability frequently to heal minor injuries, but after
healing life-threatening injuries, Mitsukake requires an entire day to regenerate his life force. The son of a
country doctor, he put his natural talents to work and often would help his father with his rounds. It was during
this reclusive stage that Miaka and the others find him, and managed to get him to join them with little
persuasion. Despite his expressionless appearance and tendency to remain silent, Mitsukake is a kind-hearted
and calm man who seems aloof, but is actually shy and does not know how to be more outgoing. He is
especially kind to the weak, elderly, the sickly, and children, as well as animals. Mitsukake subsequently dies
exhausting all his energy to save the life of a child who is later revealed to be the reincarnation of his beloved,
as well as all the soldiers who had been wounded during the battle. Aside from his incredible intelligence,
Chiriko also employs a leaf whistle against his opponents. He is thirteen years old. This limitation on his
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powers alongside being the youngest and physically weakest in the group is a source of frustration for Chiriko.
He is particularly sensitive about his height and his peculiar intelligence and strives towards becoming a "man
of strength", but is otherwise a quiet and good-natured student. Since a very young age, Chiriko has held a
strong interest in research and has amassed a great deal of knowledge through books and study. Though
somewhat unusual, Chiriko develops a strong relationship with Tasuki, who happily accepts the role of an
older brother figure to Chiriko and is particularly devastated when Chiriko dies. After regaining control of his
body, Chiriko stabs himself, taking Miboshi with him in death. Despite being still an infant, he is capable of
speech and is the only character to remember who he is in the first place, but has to fully revive quickly or will
be reborn as a normal boy. A passionate person at heart, she tends to see the world in black and white terms
and is easily infuriated with perceived betrayal. Yui is confident and bold with everything she does, but longs
for someone to take care of her. It is revealed in the manga that Yui cut her hair to avoid all the attention she
was getting from boys. Yui is initially transported to "The Universe of Four Gods" with Miaka, but almost
immediately returns to the real world and becomes the one who reads the book in order for events in the world
to progress. However, she later becomes trapped in the book while trying to help Miaka return to the real
world. Shortly after arriving in the book, bandits chase Yui down and beat her so badly in attempt to rape her
that she falls unconscious. When she regains consciousness, she believes she has been raped and, distraught,
attempts to kill herself. She eagerly agrees, swearing to fight Miaka and to take away her lover, Tamahome,
whom Yui has become attracted to.
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